Tranquility in the Eighth Guest Comments
Maygol, Mahsa, Babak and Rastin – Los Angeles, USA
November 2016
We all loved Paris and the beautiful scenery. The baguettes here are delicious. It was the best
trip ever. Thanks for letting us stay - we will miss Paris.
Jazmin Crespo – Germany
November 2016
Gail's place is very comfortable and convenient. Check-in, checkout and assistance during my
stay was impeccable! Would come back any time! Thank you.
Debra Wentz – New Jersey, USA
November 2016
As always, my PerfectlyParis stay in France surpassed my hopes and dreams. Tranquility in the
8th was indeed quiet, centrally located and a wonderful place for my home away from home.
Gail and Georgina were very welcoming. Au revoir et a bientot. Merci beaucoup.
Ross Flemington – Liverpool, UK
September 2016
Great apartment and location. We stayed a month and it had everything you might need for a
comfortable extended stay. Gail and the team were welcoming, helpful, and responded very
quickly.
Sandra and George – New York, USA
August 2016
Thank you for letting us stay in your apartment. A wonderful visit to Paris.....The first of hopefully
many to come for our son.
Jen, Steve, Lily and Jacob Manning, Oak Park, IL, USA
August 2016
Our second visit to this apartment – it really felt like coming home :) We love this apartment. We
decided this trip that Atelier de Pain is the best local patisserie. And as other Chicagoans have
pointed out, staying in Paris on a rainy day is pretty incredible. Thank you for your hospitality
and we hope to return bientot!
Ken, Pamela and Katherine Spencer – Portland, Oregan
June 2016
Thank you for allowing us to stay in your lovely home. Paris is beautiful! So many amazing
sites. Gail and Georgina you two are fantastic.
Deb Van Riet – Holden, MA, USA
July 2016
Our stay at Tranquility on the 8th was perfect. The apartment was nicely located between 3
metro stops and within walking distance of Montmartre and several great dining spots. Gayle

and her team (Jodie and Preston) helped us experience the trip of a lifetime and a taste of real
Parisian life. We can't thank you enough!
Mohsin Hussain – California, USA
June 2016
Great location, great spacious apartment, even the neighbors were very friendly. The host had
goods suggestions for restaurants close by. Loved our stay here. Will do it again.
Jean Colquhoun – UK
July 2015
We were greeted by someone at the flat and made welcome. Everything was what we expected
and shops and metros near the flat, with a good patisserie on the corner.
David Sloan – San Francisco, CA
July 2015
We had a wonderful experience with Gail and team. We were met at the apartment despite a
lengthy train (TGV) delay and provided with well-organized information and recommendations.
Very responsive and helpful throughout. The apartment is beautiful and located within a few
clocks from metro stations. Patisseries and a superb restaurant within sight.
Adeline and Deric Lim – Singapore
15 December 2014
It's our third stay with PerfectlyParis and we are always happy with our home away from home!
Merci beaucoup!
Jean, Claire, Gabrielle and Marcus – Germany
18 October 2014
We truly enjoyed staying here! Great apartment, great stay. Thank you Gail for organising
everything so well. We all hope to be back some day :-)
Claudia, Edna and Matilde Sanclemente – Florida and Texas
10 October 2014
This apartment is not only in an incredible central area with 3 different metro stations within a 2block radius and the buses right outside the door, (take bus 80 to Ecole Militare/Champ de
Mars). The apartment is incredibly comfortable with all the amenities including wifi and an apple
computer. This is our 2nd stay with PerfectlyParis and we will be back! Thank you ladies for
everything!
Sonia and Brett Dowsing and family – London and Perth
21 September 2014
This was a one and lifetime opportunity and experience courtesy of the fantastic generosity of
the owners Andrea and Hyung. Absolutely brilliant in all respects. Thank you!
The Mannings – Chicago, USA
23 August 2014

Such a beautiful apartment! It definitely felt like a Parisian experience :-) We hope to be back
again soon and stay here again. Thank you!!
Karren Campbell – USA
30 June 2014
Loved the apartment. Best Internet connection we have had in Paris. Delicious Korean
restaurant steps away. Le Percolateur across the way was terrific. Merci beaucoup!
Charile Gerloff (age 7) NYC, USA
23 January 2014
I liked this apartment because the “freniture” was really comfy :-)
Amanda Kim – NYC, USA
23 January 2014
Always a treat – best birthday memories.... Paris is always in my heart. Looking forward to a
return trip. Thank you!
Vincent and Karen Penta – USA
29 October 2013
Plus Magnifique! Both the apartment and the neighbourhood contributed to wonderful vacation.
Merci beaucoup!
Andy and Stephanie Deas – Yorktown, VA, USA
September 2013
Your apartment is absolutely perfect – in every way. We enjoyed “ everything about everything”.
We can't truly express what a marvelous time we had this week. We don't want to go home!!
Thanks for all of your attention to details – had all that we could ever ask for – we will be back.
Brenda Bailey – Richmond, VA, USA
September 2013
Had a wonderful time in this apartment – it was great, will be back!
Kat, Richard and Warrick – Hong Kong
6 August 2013
Had a lovely visit. Lot's of fun to be had, great home base. A real Parisian apartment for the kids
to experience.
Hyunnsoo Kim and Youngmee – South Korea
5 August 2013
It's our 10th wedding anniversary trip to Paris and staying here made our trip even more
delightful and memorable.
The Bertone Family – Perth, Australia
July 2013

We truly enjoyed our stay in this beautiful apartment! Central, convenient, quiet. Paris was
devine, we highly recommend the restaurant across the road, “La Percolateur”!
Jan and Wayne – Hobart, Australia
30 June 2013
What a perfect place to stay, enjoyed my first trip to Paris very much felt like a home away from
home.
Gerry and Jean Evans, Doreen Stozey and Georgina Macleod – Canada
June 2013
Enjoyed our stay. Location is very convenient. Were very happy about being able to call home
to check on the kids and the grand kids. We crammed a lot into 7 days.
Lucio and Susan Pentimalli – Italy
23 October – 30 October 2012
Once again, a pleasure.... All our best to next year...
Louise, John and Heather Reid – Sydney, Australia
20 October 2012
Wonderful apartment – so fresh and clean with space to spread out. Great location for transport
around Paris.95 bus takes you to many great places. And so quiet!
Jerry and Walt Muller - N. Mertle Beach, SG USA
7 September – 11 October
A fantastic apartment for us. Gave us everything we were looking for with a month’s visit to
Paris. Gail and her staff were very helpful. It would be great to come back some day.
The Fleischers – South Carolina, USA
September 2012
Our stay here has been superb! The apartment is a home away from home. Perfectly located to
be away from the crowd, close to the metro. Thank you!
Ghazwa Sulaibeekh – Bahrain
August 2012
I might be the first family from an Arabic country to rent your apartment. I came with my family (2
adults, 2 kids). We felt totally at home. The apartment meets all our needs. Kids loved the
computer, their room, DVD movies. Sure will be back and rent this apartment again.
The Fisher's – US
August 2012
Thank you for our home in Paris! It was perfect and made our time here all the more
memorable. Merci!!
Marjan and Marc - Belgium
July 2012

We really enjoyed our stay in Paris. Thanks to this lovely apartment we felt totally at home
again. Loved it!!
Maria and David – UK
July 2012
Many thanks. A comfortable stay. Will use PP again.
Wendy – Australia
19 June 2012
Dear Gail - My first time in Paris and what a lovely apartment to stay in. I felt very comfortable
and very safe! Would love to return and stay here again. Many thanks.
Kay and Colin – Adelaide, Australia
19 June 2012
Hi Gail - Our third time using the wonderful “PerfectlyParis”. It was the first time for my sister.
We are indebted to you for your caring and thoughtful service. The apartment was perfect! As
usual!
Geraldine & Matthew and Richard & Vivienne
1 June 2012
We loved every minute of our stay in Paris and in your beautiful apartment. Your apartment and
the excellent service we received added to our enjoyment. We shall return.
The Duffy Family – Australia
17 May 2012
Ah-mah-zing! Had a wonderful stay... and we will be back. Everything we needed was here. In
fact, we could comfortably live here – please?? Thanks for having us.
Antonia and Trevor – Hong Kong
12 April 2012
A very nice and warm apartment. Everything is ready here. Also, it is very convenient as it is just
walking distance for lots of tourist attractions.
The Lanning Family – California, USA
April 2012
Had a wonderful time and experience in the apartment. Got to have a true Parisian experience
that we would not have had in a hotel. Thanks Gail and Preston!
L & L Macken – Australia
6 January 2012
Lovely apartment – had everything we needed to be comfortable! Thank you Preston and Gail.
Our children (10 & 12) had a fantastic time, too! Many thanks.
Kazmi-Madhavan Family – Malaysia/USA
31 December 2011

What a lovely apartment to call home for a week. Thank you Gail and Preston for the second
time. Our kids 11 and 13 loved their room and being able to run out for pastries. Thank you and
Happy New Year!
Mayes Family – Australia
19 December 2011
Thanks for a fantastic stay in Paris! Au revoir.
Tony, Kerrie, Sophie and Cassie – Australia
7 December 2011
This beautiful apartment was our “home” for 7 magnificent days. We love Paris with its
restaurants, cafes and sights and hope to be back soon. Merci beaucoup.
Lucio and Susan – Italy, via Chicago, IL
25 October 2011
Having grown up seeing “Paris Rainy Day” by Gustave Caillbotte regularly at the Art Institute, it
was a pleasure to stay in the original.
Kelly, David, Hazel and Daisy – DC
18 October 2011
So glad to stay here - It was lovely. Thank you.
Anna, Alex, Dave and Bron – Brisbane, Australia
18 September 2011
This stay has been wonderfully wonderful. It's just a short walk to the lovely boulangerie yum.
And another short walk to the train station. Magnificent ! Thank you.
Steve & Julie (Minneapolis, MN) and Joe & Heather (Seattle, WA)
August/September 2011
Delightful location & comfortable accommodations. Thank you so much for making your home
available to us!
Felicity, Jennie, Abigail and Andy – USA
4 August 2011
Our 1st trip would not have been as much of a delight without this apartment. We felt sincerely at
home and loved looking out of the big open windows. We will miss this little place very much
and all of the sweet shops and patisserie places surrounding it. Thank you very much!
Carol (New York) and Soon & Jean (Toronto)
15 July 2011
We loved coming back to this flat. It made our stay in Paris even more special to be able to call
this apartment home for the week. All the best.
Mary Sue, Sarah, BJ and Kim – USA
24 June 2011

Everything has been so lovely! We've felt at home in the apartment, which has everything we
needed for a comfortable stay. Thank you Preston and Gail for making us feel at home!
Peter and Fran – Australia
2 June 2011
We have loved our 11 nights here. Such a lovely apartment and well equipped. We felt very
much at home. Thank you.
Ray and Mergery – Killearn, Scotland
29 March 2011
The lovely apartment met our needs exactly. Your excellent organization and many thoughtful
touches are much appreciated. Many thanks.
Orlando and Suzanne – Ottawa, Canada
22 March 2011
Lovely apartment in a very nice quartier – a perfect base from which to introduce our niece Caro
to the delights of Paris. Un gros merci.
Somee and Gary – Washington, DC, USA
31 December 2010
What a lovely apartment and neighborhood. It's pretty special to stay in a famous painting. No
where we'd rather stay in Paris!!
Wayne, Melissa and Charlie – Toronto, Canada
20-26 December 2010
Our family had a fantastic time here in our home away from home. We introduced our 5 year old
to Paris, celebrated Christmas and saw a few new things ourselves. Wonderful
accommodations, help from Preston, Gail and Jake and a neighborhood to return to in the
future.
Leistra – Holland
24-31 October 2010
Feeling very much at home in the centre of Paris. This is heaven on earth. And we very much
liked your book collection (and movies too!).
Arlene – Tampa, FL, USA
1-15 October 2010
What a wonderful apartment.
Cardann – USA
1-15 October 2010
Have a great time – enjoy the book on patisseries – you don't gain so much weight because
you're always walking!
Mary – Tampa, FL, USA

1-15 October 2010
Thank you for our “home away from home”. Our last and most enjoyable meal was directly
across the street. Be sure to stop there.
Janie and Maggie – Australia
1 October 2010
Thank you for letting us stay at your wonderful apartment.
Karen, David and Kerala
31 July 2010
Thanks so much! We loved the place and loved that it wasn't quite so touristy. Kerala
discovered all your kids’ books and videos and we all enjoyed them. As always, your attention to
detail is perfect.
Patty and Oneyda – Miami, FL, USA
28 July 2010
We loved our apartment in this lovely Paris neighborhood. Thank you very much for the terrific
attention to detail in the apartment, Gail and Preston. Thanks.
Lisa and Allan – London, Ontario, Canada
17 July 2010
We loved this little sanctuary after all the hustle and bustle of sightseeing. So nice to have lots
of space for the four of us. We’ll definitely return to this apartment on our next trip to Paris.
Thank you/merci.
Lillian and David – Palo Alto, CA, USA
8 July 2010
Andrea and Hyung – thank you for such a lovely apartment to stay in while we showed the kids
their first visit to Paris. We only wish we could have spent time together. Miss you all very much.
Drew and Sara – New York, NY
31 May 2010
Hyung and Andrea – we are so happy here. Thank you so much. You gave us and my family
the best vacation we've ever had.
Kris and Pat – Reno, NV, USA
1 May 2010
Gail- Thank you so much for compiling and printing info on nearby restaurants. We ate at Le
Sarladais (fabulous confit de canard) and Un Air de Famille – such a cosy place. Enjoyed both
places!
Kim, Time, Leo and Gail – New York, NY, USA
9 April 2010
A perfect place from which to see all of the sights of Paris, as well as to experience the day-today local life of the neighborhood. We had great fun at the weekly outdoor market, boulangeries
and local cafes/restaurants.

Mike and Reina – Makatie, Philippines
30 March 2010
We loved the tranquility of the street and apartment. It was lovely to come back to this
apartment after a frenzied day of trying to see so many things, shopping and getting in and out
of the metro. Thanks for having us H&A!
Aymeric, Elise, Louis, Josephine and Alexandre – London (French)
10 January 2010
We had a fabulous week in Paris, rediscovering the city as tourists with kids. The apartment was
a great base to explore a neighborhood we do not know well and is well connected to the rest of
the city. The restaurant across the street 'Le Percolateur' just opened and we warmly
recommend.
Russ and Charissa Huang
30 November 2009
Thanks for a great vacation!
Diane and Riley – Tasmania, Australia
21 September 2009
A gorgeous home away from home. Riley and I had a fantastic time in Paris. Loved wandering
up to Montmartre, busing down to Opera and the local environs! Au revoir.
Derek – UK
7 September 2009
As usual, PerfectlyParis delivers. A beautifully presented, well located apartment. Thank you
again!
Jim, Sheila, Brittany and Kylie - Vancouver, BC, Canada
21 August 2009
What a lovely apartment! Thanks to Preston and Gail for accommodating our early arrival in
Paris. We had a great time and hope to return one day, there is so much more to explore!
Lisa, Tim, Matt and Alex
9 July 2009
Many thanks to Gail and Preston. The apartment was as described plus much more! All of your
tips, directions, etc. were very helpful. Many thanks again for making our visit so enjoyable. The
apartment was wonderful! We really appreciated that Preston did what he said he was going to
do! Thanks for the fans and for the Bodum!
Lucy, Chris and Joshua Jarret - Atlanta, Georgia, USA
1 July 2009
We loved finding all of the Apple equipment and being able to jump on the WIFI with our
phones. We were so comfortable and enjoyed our Parisian apartment. Thank you!
Jim, Alice & Peter Welch, Gwyne & Nathan Parker - Sacremento, CA, USA

21 June 2009
The apartment more than surpassed our expectations. We will highly recommend it to our
friends. We also rented the apartment across the hall as we brought all of our grown kids and
their spouses - 11 of us in all! What a great vacation. Thank you for making it possible.
Robert and Dolly Razdan and Kids - Warren, NJ, USA
14 June 2009
Thanks to Gail and PerfectlyParis for arranging this wonderful apartment that helped us
experience Paris like Parisians. It was perfect for our young family; the kids loved their space
the surroundings. Thank you for a memorable stay.
The Harmsens - Newport Beach, CA and Denver, CO, USA
10 June 2009
A 3-generation trip to Paris - the apartment is lovely and a great location. Thank you!
Andrea - Victoria, BC, Canada
27 May 2009
Oh my goodness could not have been more perfect. Excellent location, directions, tips,
arrangements, etc. were magnifique. I will be back! Merci beaucoup.
Hersack and Cherie High – Canada
27 May 2009
Lovely apartment. Couldn't ask for better. I learned that Paris is even in the rain. Had a fabulous
3-generation stay in PerfectlyParis.
Lieve, Marjan and Annelies - Antwerp, Belgium
30 March 2009
We loved every second of our stay at the apartment and of our weekend in Paris. A perfect stay
in the perfect city in perfect company!
Vaughan and Cheryl Dummer, Perth, Australia
5 January 2009
Gail & Preston, We had to write to express our delight with the apartment, Tranquility in the
Eighth, which we rented between 29 December and 5 January 2009. It was everything one
could hope for, being especially well equipped, spacious, and comfortable and in a very good
location to local shops and the Metro. Having 2 delightful patisseries at the top of the street was
a fabulous way to start each day, and spotting the Saturday market in the same location made
us feel a little like local Parisians for an hour or so. We also found a couple of nice bistros within
easy walking distance, and the information in your folder was very useful. Thanks again,
including Preston's welcome on arrival and his ready assistance the following morning, when we
underestimated the weight restrictions in the small lift. Our fault, not yours! If you could post this
vote of thanks in your Guest Reviews, please?
The D’Arcys – Montréal, Canada
21 November 2008

Nous avons passé une très belle semaine. C’est idéal pour une famille. Super appartement,
très bien situé.
Carolyn and Joe Davidson – Los Angeles, CA, USA
28 October 2008
We have had a great week. The flat is beautiful and extremely comfortable. Preston could not
have been any nicer or more helpful. The building was under construction and I am sure it will
be wonderful once it’s all done! We will recommend PerfectlyParis very highly!
Tony Penna and Family – Sydney, Australia
9 October 2008
What a delightful time we have had here in Paris in this beautifully appointed apartment. Many
thanks for all the “little things” that made a big difference. The central location was great and so
were the restaurants. Looking forward to returning!
Patrick and Kris Ellingsworth – The Hague, Netherlands/Reno, Nevada
10 Sept 2008
Le Musée Marmottan Monet displays the preparatory sketch for your Caillebotte print, “Rue de
Paris, Temps de Pluie”, 1877. This lovely little museum is walking distance from the metro stop
La Muette (line 9). It’s great to be so close to so many places. It was especially convenient to be
so close to St. Lazare the morning we took the train to Bayeux where we viewed the Bayeux
Tapestries and the next day took a 9-hour tour of the American Beaches of Normandy with
“Battle Bus” – a great choice (www.battlebus.fr). We truly appreciate this lovely apartment
Serge and Berna Scuccato – Ontario, Canada
26 August 2008
It was a great holiday and enjoyed our stay in Paris. The apartment pleased us and we were
able to come and go and use the buses with great convenience.
Victor and Brenda Lamothe – Ontario, Canada
26 August 2008
It was delightful to spend time in this apartment. We were so pleased to be so close to many
little food shops and we loved the croissants from the corner. Please be careful of the carpet on
the stairs it has come loose and an injury occurred.
Creedon Family – Melbourne, Australia
9-16 July 2008
Comfortable apartment; great location; love Paris. Awesome food and wine.
Fran & John Rak & Gary & Sher Sharpe – West. Australia
24 June-9 July 2008
This accommodation is perfect. Central location to transport (all) and restaurants. The persons
in the city are very friendly and helpful. Thank you very much for the very well presented
apartment.
Henry Wynne, Yetta Teperman – Melbourne, Australia
23 May-10 June 2008

Wonderful apartment with everything one needs for a perfect holiday. All the small details were
just the icing on the cake. Perfect Parisian experience!
Barbara & Malcolm Fredman - Melbourne, Australia
2-10 June 2008
Thank you for enabling us to have the ultimate Paris holiday and live like Parisians - location,
transport access and the most beautiful and thoroughly fitted apartment – computer, light
globes, tools – you have thought of everything!
Rick, Nancy & Drew Dean - Arlington, VA
16-23 May 2008
3, rue Clapeyron is Perfectly Paris! Everything about our stay exceeded our expectations, even
the wonderful emergency dentist and the pharmacist at the corner. We would definitely rent
from PerfectlyParis on return trips! Thank you!
Pat & Glen Turpening & Kay Keller - Cincinnati, OH & Tamarac, FL, USA
6-14 May 2008
I don’t know how our stay could have been any better. We were very comfortable in the
apartment itself - computer, washer/dryer, furnished kitchen, large bathroom and the
neighborhood had everything we needed four metro stops, bus stop outside the door, cafes,
and the Parc Monceau a 15 minute walk away. Thanks for thinking of everything.
Jen & Brandon Badock - Madison, WI, USA
27 April -4 May 2008
We enjoyed the apartment. We had 4 adults and our 1 and 1/2 year old and it was very
comfortable. We especially appreciated the child friendliness of it- plastic kid cups, a step stool,
and children’s storybooks.
Bob & Barb Ward - Ossining, NY, USA
16-25 April 2008
Beautiful apartment! Wonderful holiday! We loved the location-close to the metro. Thanks for
providing us with all the great informative information in the blue folder. Restaurant
recommendations close by: Chez Toinette 201 rue Germain Pilon and Domaine Lintillac (Duck
only) 54 rue Blanche 75009.
Sarah, Erica, Lynne - Nova Scotia, Canada
10 April-16 April 2008
Fabulous food, sights and location. Everybody was so friendly and helpful. Felt like part of the
neighbourhood. Merci beaucoup!
Greg Auger & Wendy Williams - Mashpee, MA, USA
26 March - 9 April 2008
Two weeks of the best bread in the world - and the fromage! Immersion in French history was
assisted by the Goya DVD just before the visited the Goya exhibit. Great apartment, great area,
great city!

Thomas & Maureen Stanley - Duluth, MN, USA
12-19 March 2008
Our stay was delightful. The apartment is magnificent, elegant, tasteful, comforting, well
equipped. Every need within the apartment met. The orientation materials were informative and
practical. The location of the apartment could not have been any better. It is within walking
distance from different metro stops of three different lines. Place de Clichy has everything to
offer: restaurants, entertainment and more. We take our hats off to PerfectlyParis Thank you for
making our stay so easy and enjoyable.

